ExamSoft: Assessment Made Easier
ExamSoft provides institutions with an assessment tool that yields valuable performance data and
gives educators insight into student learning that's necessary to make an impact on education.
If your program is looking for an efficient way to measure student performance and achieve
academic success, ExamSoft is the ideal solution. Our exam tool streamlines the assessment
process from beginning to end with an intuitive platform that helps educators create, administer,
and analyze any type of exam, with powerful security to boot. Take a look at the benefits of using
ExamSoft to improve the way you administer assessment:

Easy to Use: ExamSoft’s user-friendly interface
streamlines exam creation, management, and data

The Facts:

analysis.
Comprehensive Evaluation: Get a broad view of student
learning from all forms of assessment—both objective and
subjective—by pairing with our Evalysis or Rubrics tools.

Large Client Base
ExamSoft helps more than 1,300
clients around the world deliver secure,
reliable assessment to students.

Secure Testing on Any Device: Deliver secure
assessments anywhere on any device, including studentowned iPads and laptops, with Examplify.
Trusted Software

Reliability without the Internet: ExamSoft delivers exams

ExamSoft is the trusted testing

offline, eliminating the need for Wi-Fi and reducing

platform for more than 75% of

reliability issues that may arise during exams.

state bar exams.

Full Technical Support: Our software includes free
training and support for students, faculty, and
Refined Platform

administrators.

More than 17 years, millions of exams,
and a 99% client retention rate.

www.examsoft.com

How Does ExamSoft work?
1. Educators create the exam in the online
ExamSoft portal.
2. Students download the secure exam file via
Exemplify Windows®, Mac®, or iPad®. Devices
are locked down during the exam to prevent
academic dishonesty.
3. Proctor announces exam password; students
unlock exam and work offline.

End-to-end
exam
management

4. Wi-Fi is reestablished, and Examplify uploads
the answer files and deletes the exam files from
students’ devices.
5. ExamSoft auto-grades exams and reports on
student and course performance.

Receive in-depth
performance reports
immediately upon exam
completion.
View class performance at
the longitudinal level.
Customize end-of-exam
reports with data filters.
Easily address problematic
questions and identify
at-risk students in need of
individual remediation.
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